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0. Introduction
In this paper the following special optimal stopping problem called "disorder
problem" is considered: on some probability space (Ω, £F, P ; £?,) we are given
an observable point process (ξt)t>o> and unobservable random variable Θ with
values in R+. The stochastic characteristics of (ζt)t>0 may change at the random
moment of time Θ, the probability law of Θ is known, however its value can
not be observed directly. The objective is to maximize the value E[g(Θ, τ)]
by selecting a stopping time T that is adapted to i<r(ξs, s ^t)}t>Oy for some given
reward function g(s, t). This kind of problems are considered in [1], [2], [3],
[7], [8] and [10]
In section 2 according to the general theorem for optimal stopping problems
with continuous parameter processes posed by M.E. Thompson [9], we derive
the form of an optimal stopping time and the maximum expected reward function. In section 3 we restrict ourselves to the case when the expected reward
process forms a monotone process and we apply the theorem of A. Irle [4]
to our problem, and then we derive a form of optimal stopping time. At the
end of section 3 we consider a special example and fined an optimal stopping
time explicitly.
1. Statement of problem and preliminaries
Consider a measurable space (X, J3) where X is a space of piecewise constant functions χ=(χt), ί^O, such that xo=O and Λ : ^ ^ _ + ( 0 O Γ 1), J3 is a
cr-algebra <r{xs; s^O}. On (X,<£)we are given complete probability measures
μ1 and μ2, which satisfy Assumption I given bellow, and they are absolutely
continuous with respect to each other.
Let (-S^, ί^O, be an increasing family of right continuous sub σ-algebra
of & such that

where
Q = {AIμ\A) - 0 or μ\A) = 1,
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We define the family of probability measure {μs, s^>0} as follows:

In the sequel we suppose that the following holds: for each i e J , μs{A)>
μ.(A): Λ+-*[0, 1], is &(R+) measurable, where &(R+) is the Borel field of Λ + .
According to 18.3 in [5], for each s^O the process Xs=(xtf
<Bt9 μs), t^0y
on the probability space (X, J$, μs) is a point process. Let τ f (#)=inf {$^0:
xs = i}> setting τ f (Λ?) = oo if Umxt<i> and let
τ0O(x)=limτi(x).
The compensator As—(Ast(x)y

$)t) of this process is to be defined as follows:

where
xy i)YldF\u\ x9 i), and

[\-F\uo

F\t; x, i) - μa{y: Tiiy^t, y^X^^x),

- ,Tι(x)},

Denote Aζ(x)=At{x) and A°t(x)=Άt(x), the compensators of the point processes (xt9 SBty μι) and (xt, iBu μ2) respectively. We suppose that the following
assumption is satisfied:
ASSUMPTION I. For any Λ G I , At(x) and Λt(x) are continuous with respect
to ί e [ 0 , oo) } and there exist some non-negative predictable processes (Xt(x), SBt) and
(\(x), <Bt) such that
At(x) = \\u(x)dAt(x),
Jo

At(x) = \t\(x)dAu(x),
Jo

t1"Vίφ)]2dAu(x)<oo9

t<Too,

a.e. (μ1 and μ2).

For each ί^O, according to the definition of Ast(x)> it holds that
s

A\{x) = [X u(x)dAu(x),
Jo

s

At(x) = [ K(x)dA u(x), and
Jo

and Ast(x) is continuous, where
(1
u<s
„
(1
λί(jc) = \
" a n d K(x) = 1 ^
V ;
V ;
lλ M (^)
u>s
\\(x)
u>s.
In Theorem 19.7 of [5] it, is shown that under Assumption I the measure
μ1, μ2 and μs are absolutely continuous with respect to each other and
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d

ff(t, x) = (^-(ί, x)Y =

rfμ1

\dμs

I

Let Λ(#; s, ί) denote -^f-(ί, #), which is adapted to iS,. In addition, let F(ί)y
dμ
t^O, be a given distribution function and v be the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure
induced by F(t) on the measurable space (R+y <B(R+)).
Let the probability space (Ω, £F, P) be the completion of
(XxR+y
5 χ 5 ( B + ) , P), where P is defined by
P(AχB)

= [ μu(A)v(du),
JB

A<=Ξ$y B<=$(R+).

Now, we shall state our optimal stoppnig problem. We suppose that we know
the whole forms of measures and distribution function μ1, μ2, μsy s^.0, and F(t).
For each ω=(x, s)^XχR+=Ω,
x—(xt)feo> let
ξt{ω) = xt

and Θ(ω) = s .

Suppose that we observe the stochastic process ξ=(ξt9 SFt, P), ί^O, where
&t = Π <r{ξu; u^t+S} VQ',
ε>o
ε>o

Q' = {A: P(A)=0 or P(A)=l,

According to the absolute continuity of μ,1, μ2 and μs with respect to each other,
it follows that &t=&tx{A: v(A) = 0 or v(A)=l, A^B{R^)}, and hence (ΞFt)t>0
is right continuous increasing family of σ-algebra. We assume that Θ can not
be observed directly. Our objective is to find an optimal stopping time T * such
that

for some given reward function g(uy v)y g: R+xR+-+Ry
where <3Jl is the set of
all stopping times with respect to (^Ft)t>0.
Such kind of optimal stopping problem is called disorder problems ([1],
[2]> [3], [7], [8], [10]), in this context the random time Θ is understood as a
disorder time of some stochastic system.
From Bayes formula we have
(1)

P(Θ(Ξds\EFt) = A(x; sy t)v(ds)/ ΓA(x; sy t)v(ds).
Jo

Let

at(x) = I A(x; sy t)v(ds),

then

Jo

(2)

au(x) = atA(x; ty u) + ^ A(x; sy u)v(ds).

Lemma 1. Let Yt(x) be any function such that Yt: X-+R1 and Yt is
measurable} and
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9»]v(ds)<°o a.s. P,

for any

u^t>0

.

Then

(3)

Ά

£[F.(f)|ff t ] = E [Yu(')(au(

)+V(u,

Proof.

- Γ
"Jo

From our assumption and equation (1) and the property that A(x; s> t) — \ for
s>t, it follows that the last expression is equal to the right hand side of (3).
The proof is complete.
2. Derivation of optimal stopping rules for general disorder problems
In this section we shall derive the forms of optimal stopptig time and
maximum expected reward function for the case when the expected reward
process forms a general right continuous process.
For each ΛΓ=1, 2, ... let Nk=N-k2~N, ft=l, 2, ..., N2N,

HNi(x; N) = max

I GNl(x),
p ^

.

^ N)v{ds)+r

N)A{χ

^(ί, ί)A(Λ?; ί, ί)i/(έfe)+\ g(s,t)v(ds),

o

Jt

^

x^X.

,

N)v{ds)

For each fixed

dyadic rational ^ ^ 0 , q=N—k2~N, where we select a suitable k for each N, if it
exists we define
Hq(x) =

limHNk(x;N).

For any t, that is not a dyadic rational, we select a sequence gw I t, qn are dyadic
rationale, and if it exists we define
Ht(x) = lim

HQn(x).
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Let
and

d = inf {ί^O; Ht(ξ)^Gt(ξ)}
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The following Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 6.1, Corollary 7.1 and Theorem 7.3 of Thompson [9].
Theorem 1. Suppose that the reward function g(u, v) is bounded, and
logλ,(lr) is bounded a.s.. Then Ht(t), x^X, exists and (y,)^ 0 w the minimum
dominating regular supermartingale of
(E[g(θ, ή] %]), t^O , and E[Ύo(ξ)] = sup^E[g(θ, τ)]
In addition if [at{ξ)-\-v{t, oo)]~1G(ξ) is continuous to the left a.s., and P(&<oo)=\i
then σ is an optimal stopping time:

Proof. From (1) and (2) it holds that if we stop the observation at time
^0y then we take the expected reward
(4)

*,(£) = E[g(Θ, t) I %] = [at(ξ)+v(t, oo)]-^Gt(ξ).

The boundedness and the right continuity of zt a.s. follow from the right continuity of ξ and the boundedness of g(u,v) and logλ, a.s.. Since any right
continuous process is well-measurable and lower semi-continuous on the right,
Theorem 6.1 of [9] is applicable to the process (zt(ξ)> ^t)> * ^ 0 According to
Lemma 1, for t=N-k2~N, k=l, 2, ••-, and h=2~N it holds that
, N)\St] = [at(ξ)+p(t,
where
(x; N) - [at(x)+v(t, oo)]-Ήt(x; N).

Ύt

Using this relation, after applying Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 7.1 of [9], the
first part of this theorem follows.
In order to see that the second part of this theorem holds, it is enough to
note that (2t)feo satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.3 of [9].
The proof is complete.
The following Corollary deals with the special problem Dab (see [2], [3],
[10]).
PROBLEM

Dab.

For some fixed a,b^0, find T * such that
= sup
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Corollary. Suppose that A(x; s, t)> Λ( s, t): X->R+y is <BStt = σ {xu\
s^u^t, x^XyVQ-measurable, and logλ, is bounded a.s.. If we set g(u, v)=
I([u-atu+b])(Ό)> then Ht(x), x^X, exists and is 3$\_h ^-measurable, and
= sup (
In addition if [at(ξ)+v(tf oo)]""1Grf(g) is continuous to the left a.s.y and P(&<oo)
= 1, then & is an optimal stopping time for the problem Dab.
In this case {ω\ &(ω)<t}e%_btt=σiξu;
t—b^u^t}VQ',
t^O.
3. Derivation of an optimal stopping rule for the monotone reward
process
In this section we shall derive the following Theorem 2, which is derived
by applying the general theorem for optimal stopping problems with continuous
parameter monotone processes by A. Irle [4]. At the end of this section we
shall derive an explicit form of an optimal stopping time for a special example.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, applying Lemma 1 to the expected reward
process (zt)=(E[g(®, t)\3ίt]), t^O, defined by (4), we have
(5)

E[zt+tf)\%] = [atf)+v(t, oo)]-ψt(ξ.9 Δ),

where
Vt(x; h) = \'g(s, t+h)A(x; s, t)v{ώ)+\"g(s, t+h)v(dή .
Jo

Jt

Let (Gt(ξ))9 t^O, be the process defined in section 2.
CONDITION

I. (i) There exists a Ϋt(ξ) = sup Vt(ξ h) a.s., and a version
A>0

(Vt)9 t^O, of (Ϋt), ί^O, such that the process (ICt), t^O, with Ct={ω:
is right continuous.
(ii) CtdCt+ύk holds for any t, Δ^O and U Ct=fί.
Letσ=inf {t: Gt^Vt} =
CONDITION II.

(i)

'm
P(σ < <χ>) == 1.

(ii) For any increasing sequence (τn), n—1,2, •••, of ^Frstopping
holds that
(6)

Gt^Vt}

times τ n ^ σ it

E[zsupTn]^KmE[zTn].

Theorem 2. Suppose that the conditions I, II and E [zτ] > — oo hold for any
bounded EFrstopping time T. Then there exists the minimum dominating supermartingale {y)t>Qfor (zt)=(E[g(θ, t)\ΞFt]), ί^O, and
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E [g(@, σ)] ^ sup {E [g(Θ, T)] : τ %-stoppitig time, Iim (

77 dP = 0}

J(τ>f)

^sup {E[g(θf T)]: T 3rstopping time} .

'>τ)].

Proof. Since the expected reward process (zt)^0 is right continuous, the
existence of the minimum dominating supermartigale follows from Mertens [6].
From (4) and (5) the assertion of (i) and (ii) follow by making use of Corollary
of § 2 and Theorem of § 3 in Irle [4]. The proof is complete.
EXAMPLE.

Suppose that the reward function g(θ, t) is given by
ί — exp[c(t—θ)]

8

O^θ<t,

\—K

θ^t,

c,K>0,

and the compensators (At(x))t^0 and (At(x))t^0 are given by

At(x) = λi [f(u)du , At(x) = λ2 [f{u)du .
Jo

Jo

Suppose that X2>Xi>0 and f(u) is a non-negative bounded function such that
cAl(X2-\1) ^ ^Af(u)du ,

(7)

for any f, Δ ^ 0 .

In this case the point processes (xt, 3ίu μ*), i=l, 2, are Poisson processes with
intensity Xif(u), i=l, 2, respectively. According to section 1 we have
A(x; s, t) = (λ^λi)*'"** exp [(Xi—λ2) \ f{u)du] .
Suppose that F(t)=l— e~*\ a>0.

In this case from (4) and (5) we have

1

zt{x) = [at+v(t, oo)]" ^^),
E[zt+h{ξ)\3t] = [at(ξ)+v(t, oo)]-Ύt(ξ; h\
Gt(x)=-\

with

o

Vt(x; h) = -e
+

o

_«_Γ β - ('+«_ec»- η_JKβ- («-*)>
c+a

where

S = λ2/λ1 and 7(t,s) =

/

For *>0and#<ΞXlet

(\1-\2)\'f(u)du,
Js

for

M . YOSHIDA
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*«(*)= ίL°maxm{0,

if

α/(c+α)<i^,

where
(8) hΛ,x) = —αί+log
{(c+a)\

Jo

ec(-''s)β'r^ew

s)

Then it holds that
(9)

Vt(x) - Vt(x; ht(x)) = sup F,(*; h).
Λ>0

From the right continuity of (ht(ξ))> t^:0, it follows that the set
(10)

Ct = {Gt^Vt} = iω:

is also right continuous. Suppose that α/(c+α)<i^. Take any ωeC,, let
ξ=ξ(ω), since G ^ - F / l , ht(ξ))^O and (9) holds, it follows that for any Δ>0

5

/

Δ-δ/—1)

\

η

(

e

)

(

l

e

η

(

e

e

)

^

Hence it follows that ωGC / + Δ , in other words CtdCt_A, Δ^O.
make use of the fact that β>ί and
(11)

exp [cA+y(t+A, t)]^l ,

O
Where we

*, Δ^O,

which follows from (7). In case al{c-\-ά)^K, we have Ot=Ct+A, Δ^O.
Now we shall show that σ=inf{t: ω E Q is bounded. Since β>ϊ and
(11) holds, from (8) it follows that
ht(x)^[ -at+log {a(K(c+a)-a)}-logac~log ί^(ί-e= X(t)

for any

xtΞX.

Let t* be the unique root of %(ί)=0.

Since the number ί* is bounded, and
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since %t(x)£X(t)<Z0 for any t^t*
and x^X.
Hence we have
(12)

σ(ω)^ί*V0

423

and χ(=Xy it holds that ht(x)=0 for any t^

and so σ is a bounded random variable .

We shall show that Condition II-(ϋ) holds. In this case the reward process
(zti ^Ft)t^o ι s a continuous process, and σ is a bounded stopping time, it holds
that lim^^^Hmr^^supr^ a.s. for any increasing sequence (τΛ), w = l , 2, •••,
such that τ M ^ σ a.s.. On the other hand from (12) and the form of the reward
function g(θ, t) it holds that 0 ^ # τ ^ — K— ect* a.s., for any T^GΓ a.s.. Thus,
from Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem (6) holds with equality.
Consequently, we see that all of the conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied
for this example. Thus we can conclude that the stopping time σ='mf {t:
ωGC,}, Ct is defined by (10), is optimal in the sense of the assertion (i) of
Theorem 2. The example is complete.
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